Dropbeats becomes a Core member of CharIN

Dropbeats specializes in power line communication, EV charging solutions and services, remains dedicated to driving innovation and progress in the field of electric mobility.

Dropbeats Technology is a world-leading provider of power-line communication, EV Charging solution and services. Since 2018, we’ve been delivering CCS compliant SECC, EVCC, and Charge Management Module products, ensuring compatibility and interoperability with leading EV and EVSE brands worldwide. As we look to the future, Dropbeats remains dedicated to driving innovation and progress in the field of electric mobility. With a relentless focus on customer satisfaction, technological advancement, and environmental sustainability, we are poised to continue leading the charge towards a cleaner, greener, and more sustainable future for generations to come.

Dropbeats is delighted to be a member of CharIN promoting standards in the field of charging systems for charging EVs. By joining CharIN, we believe that Dropbeats makes contributions to EV Charging society with our more than 15-year PLC experience and millions’ shipment.
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